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THANKSGIVING'S GENTLE TOUCH

Thanksgiving means togetherness -
For feast, and cheer, and prayer.
All our burdens are cast aside,
And all our woes forgotten.
And the joy of the day lies
in the fact
That we gave more than we've gotten.

All our blessings are tallied-
Ind a prayer of thanks ensues.
Want and cold are lacking,
There is an atmosphere of love,
For the hearts of men acknowledge
the fact
That all things are sent from above.

This feeling should be universal-
Throughout every day of the year.
Then hearts of men will be filled
With love,
With good will and good cheer.

* MARIAN 69 - ROSE POLY 58

THOUGH THERE ARE NO RECORDS AT HAND,
IT WOULD BE SAFE TO SAY THAT THE
MARIAN COLLEGE BASKETBALL TEAM OWNS
THE MOST IMPRESSIVE WIN-LOST RECORD IN ITS BRIEF HISTORY. LAST NIGHT,
THE TEAM DEFEATED AN INFERIOR ROSE
POLY, MANAGING TO STAY AHEAD THE
ENTIRE GAME. THERE WAS A COMFORTABLE
HALF-TIME LEAD DESPITE
12 ERRORS IN THE FIRST TWENTY MINUTES.

NOTHING LOOKS WORSE THAN A
GOOD TEAM MAKING BAD ERRORS. IF
SUCH AS THIS ISN'T WIPED OUT THEN
THE TEAM WILL HAVE SOME TOUGH SLEDGES.

LAST NIGHT, WE SIMPLY WERE NOT PLAYING THE QUALITY OF BASKETBALL
OF WHICH WE'RE CAPABLE. WE DIDN'T PLAY
A REAL B.D.GAME, NOR DID WE PLAY A
REAL GOOD GAME. SUMMARY OF SCORING:
MURPHY: 22 - WATINS: 21 - SWARTS: 13
- CURRINUSH: 5 - JENSEN: 5

CONGRATULATIONS GROUP. WE'RE ON OUR WAY TO A GREAT SEASON.

MARIAN 36 33 69
ROSE 22 36 58

THE STUDENT BODY WAS MAGNIFICENT LAST NIGHT. WITH A GOOD TEAM AND A SPIRITED
STUDENT BACKING, WE'RE IN REAL GOOD SHAPE.

GO KNIGHTS - BEAT VILLA MADONNA.

* Sorry the score was 70-58
Things look pretty good in the vicinity of the gym. The basketball team came away from the City of Richmond Tournament with a 2-1 record. It may have been better than that, if it weren’t for some bad errors in the first game. After dropping this opening game to top-seeded Anderson 60-62, the Knights rebounded with two nice victories. Concordia fell victim Friday 67-53. The score gives a hint of good defensive work. Then, on Saturday, the team escaped a late rally by Wilmington of Ohio to win 68-62. Following are the statistics for the four top scorers.

**Wanning**
- FGA: 31
- FG: 11
- FT: 7
- PCT: 43%
- TP: 14
- 3P: 1
- PCT: 67%

**Swatts**
- FGA: 25
- FG: 11
- FT: 7
- PCT: 45%
- TP: 13
- 3P: 1
- PCT: 16%

**J. Hamilton**
- FGA: 17
- FG: 5
- FT: 6
- PCT: 29%
- TP: 7
- 3P: 1
- PCT: 14%

**Murphy**
- FGA: 16
- FG: 8
- FT: 10
- PCT: 50%
- TP: 13
- 3P: 1
- PCT: 18%

The team hit 79 of 189 field goals for a percentage of .426, and 39 of 67 free throw attempts which means .583.

A reminder to all you students who are going home for the holidays. The Marian yearbook needs your financial help. Be sure to contact your parents, relatives and friends for patron. The rate is $5.00 for business patrons and $2.00 for personal patrons. If you haven’t received your patron blanks as yet, contact your respective patron manager before departing. Also, any student who might be able obtain a business ad and needs information concerning such, contact Bill Brady or Charlie Crawford. The staff is counting on you. DON’T LET THEM DOWN.

**Memorial Mass**
A Solemn Requiem Mass on Thursday at the 10:30 Assembly period will be said in memory of Bishop Chartrand. This will mark the silver anniversary of the death of Bishop Chartrand, for whom our college chapel is named.

**Bermuda or Europe, Anyone?**
How would you like to receive a trip to Bermuda over Easter-week or an European tour, from Santa this Christmas? Now is the time to make definite plans through your NF Travel Chairman for these trips. It’s time too to interest your folks, friends and relatives in helping to make one of these dream cruise a reality.

Posters dominate the basement bulletin board and Clare Hall too, so let your interest be shown today. See Barb Libs or Em Clevenger.

**CONGRADULATIONS:**
Karl Hertz and his wife Carole on the birth of their first—a girl, Karen Ann.

Barb Kin upon receiving that shiny stone, George DeHart ’58 was the donor.

Emilia Clevenger and Bobby Moran on their excellent work on the CARBON